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1.1in.The Matrix Trilogy provides an incredible backdrop to expose the truth of reality living. We will
journey back into the recesses of time and uncover the origin of evil, proceed forward through
human history and carve out the keys that unlock the mysteries of life. During our journey of
illumination we will be exposed to the difference between fallen angels and demons, the seven
stages of spiritual growth, the seven mysteries of eternal success, the judgment seat of Christ
pretest, the original creation and the restored earth, hidden identity of the dragon, keys that unlock
spiritual enlightenment, the Secrets of Tomorrowland (a fictional story that explains prophetic
reality), and much more! The elixir of life that will release you from the bondage of the false reality
and usher you into the vibrancy of reality living is reserved and waiting for you. Please choose
wisely; it will impact your eternity! Mark Harrell graduated from the Baptist University of America in
1986 with a B. S. degree in Pastoral Theology. While in college, Mark and his future wife traveled
around the country as part of a select musical...
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Reviews
This sort of ebook is every thing and made me hunting forward and a lot more. I have read through and i also am confident that i am going to going to go
through once again once more in the foreseeable future. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to discover.
-- Pr of. K ip Spinka IV
A top quality ebook and the typeface used was interesting to read through. It is rally intriguing throgh reading through period. You wont feel monotony at
anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you ask me).
-- Estelle Donnelly
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